What political party do my beliefs align with?

Remember that the goal of political parties is to bring together people who have similar views or beliefs. Use the following two web sites to help determine what political ideology you align with as well as what current presidential candidate shares your views.

HOW WOULD I CLASSIFY MY POLITICAL VIEWS?

Complete the quiz using the link below then sketch the political spectrum diagram given at the end of the quiz. Make sure you label the entire spectrum as well as where you fell on it.

http://www.pbs.org/newshour/spc/vote2012/quiz/
WHICH 2016 PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE DO I AGREE WITH MOST?

Take the following quiz on important political issues facing the next President of the United States. When you have completed the quiz, write down the names of all the presidential candidates and their political parties and then indicate your percentage agreement rate with each candidate.

https://www.isidewith.com/elections/2016-presidential-quiz
Understanding my political beliefs.